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UNIFORM GUIDELINES FOR REPORTING DISH / STIRLING SOLAR
ELECTRIC SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TO PERMIT COMPARISONS

William B. Stine

Mechanical Engineering Department, California State Polytechnic University
Pomona, California 91768 USA

Dish / Stirling solar electric systems are currently being tested for performance and longevity in
order to bring them to the solar electric power generation market. Studies both in Germany and
the United States indicate that a significant market exists for these systems if they perform in actual
installations according to tested conditions, and if, when produced in large numbers their cost will
drop to goals currently being projected.

In the 1980s, considerable experience was gained operating eight dish / Stirling systems of three
different designs. One of these recorded the 'world's record' for converting solar energy into
electricity of 29.4%. The approaches taken in this presentation are a resulf of the lessons learned
from testing these systems, and those currently under test.

Recently the Internationa! Energy Agency through the SolarPACES working group, has embarked
on a program to develop uniform guidelines for measuring and presenting performance data
(Reference 1). These are to help the potential buyer who wants to evaluate a specific system
relative to other dish / Stirling systems, or relative to other technologies such as photovoltaic,
parabolic trough or central receiver systems.

In this presentation I describe different modes of reporting performance of a dish / Stirling system
(most of which applies to any solar electric conversion system). Much of this form of analysis
has been tested on the three Schlaich, Bergermann und Partner 9 kWe systems in operation at the
Plataforma Solar in Almeria, Spain (Reference 2). Further evaluation of the concepts will be made
on the Cummins Power Generation 5 kWe system currently undergoing testing at Cal Poly
University in Pomona, California.

The simplest measurement of system performance is the steady-state gross power output divided
by the insolation falling on the collector surface. Called gross power efficiency, this is a measure
of how well the system performs under steady-state conditions at relatively high power levels.
Net power efficiency incorporates identification and evaluation of the parasitic energy losses of the
system. If steady-state power efficiency is measured at a number of insolation levels, a model can
be developed describing the variation of power efficiency with insolation level. This model can be
either a simple linear model, a multivariant non-linear model or model developed using neural
network analysis. A discussion of the procedures and preliminary tests required for this
measurement are discussed.

Often a single number to represent the performance of the system is desired. This is a good use of
power efficiency data, as the steady-state performance data can be extrapolated to a rating
condition using a linear or non-linear model.

Of more importance and interest is the energy efficiency of a system. This measure incorporates
the effects of insolation variation among other things. System response is based on its thermal
mass. Annual energy efficiency is an important parameter leading to definition of the economic
value of the system.

The ultimate goal of performance testing a dish / Stirling systems is to define its economic
performance at different sites, i.e. determining 'kWh per buck'. This is the most difficult task
faced in system evaluation, and requires both projection of test data from test site to desired
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location, but also requires evaluaiion of the economic aspects of the power produced such as
availability, peak demand time production, and externalities.

This presentation concludes with examples from the testing and evaluation of the three Schlaich,
Bergermann und Partner 9 kWe systems operating at the Plataforma Solar de Almeria-
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